
Furnotel is a highly creative
specialist company dedicated to
supplying bespoke furniture
solutions for the hotel and leisure
industry.

The company has built an
exemplary reputation for
delivering fine quality bedroom
case-goods, banquette seating
units and bespoke joinery works
for hoteliers throughout the UK.

The company boasts a wealth of
both creative and technical design
expertise of working with many
varied materials to achieve the
very best fitted furniture solutions
for its clients.

We install products which are
hardwearing and low maintenance
post installation. 

‘Furnotel is a highly creative
specialist company dedicated 
to supplying bespoke furniture
solutions for the hotel and leisure
industry.’

Our technical furniture designers
work closely with architects and
interior designers to constantly
value-engineer our client’s
specifications to ensure that every
detail is considered to maximise
the visual impact of the furniture
whist ensuring the best return for
the client’s investment.

Furnotel’s teams of fitters are all
qualified installers who take great
pride in their work and maintain a
keen eye for detail. 

Our teams continue to build first
class installations within
challenging timescales which is
why Furnotel has become the
strategic supply partner to several
leading multi-sited hotel groups.   

LugoGroupEurope

‘We deliver creative solutions to challenging
design briefs with products and services you
can always trust.’

fitting furniture for hotels

‘Lugo offers a wealth of
experience in helping its clients
specify furniture that delivers
aesthetic impact at the 
right price’

We will never compromise on
quality. No matter how challenging
budgets may prove. Our furniture
is well engineered to withstand
the rigours of a busy hotel and is
constructed using the very finest
quality timbers and foams. 

Lugo’s design team are always
available to assist on site with
upholstery fabric selections and
CAD room layouts to ensure that
your available floor space is
maximised. 

Once manufactured, our furniture
is well packaged and delivered
with care by our efficient teams of
installers.

‘Chic furniture designs...
uncompromising quality.’

Lugo works with some of Europe’s
leading hotel operators and
specifiers to supply stylish loose
furniture solutions for all areas
within a hotel or restaurant
environment.

Whether we are working on large
bedroom roll-out programmes for
the larger hotel groups or exclusive
installations for independent
hoteliers, our clients can expect
the very highest levels of customer
support. 

From eye-catching signature chairs
and tables for public areas to
comfortable smooth-action
sofabeds for hotel guest rooms;
Lugo offers a wealth of experience
in helping its clients specify
furniture that delivers aesthetic
impact at the right price.  

HotelContractFurniture



‘Our group services the
hospitality market via three
focused subsidiaries each with
their own studied area of
expertise’

Our projects are both nationwide
and international ranging from
simple room decorations to more
extensive structural refurbishments
that redefine spaces.

LGE services the hospitality market
via three focused subsidiaries each
with their own studied area of
expertise. 

‘In a hospitality sector demanding
bespoke design, specialism counts.’

Lugo Group Europe is one of the
UK’s leading companies specialising
in hotel and leisure interior
refurbishment contracts.

Operating from its head office near
Birmingham with a satellite sales
office in London, LGE is well
located to service its loyal client
base of multi-sited and independent
hotel operators.

LGE offers both its clients and their
nominated architects well
considered solutions to even the
most challenging of hotel design
briefs. All backed with a wealth of
specialist experience in the
hospitality interiors sector.

LugoGroupEurope

Lugo Group Europe
The Lichfield Brewery
56 Upper St John Street
Lichfield, Staffordshire
WS14 9DX

Lugo Group Europe
2nd Floor
145-157 St John Street
London
EC1V 4PY

info@lugoeurope.com
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Lugo Customer Service
+44 (0)1543 419981

Furnotel Customer Service
+44 (0)1543 429062

Chrysalis Customer Service
+44 (0)1543 429066

www.lugoeurope.com
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HOTEL + LEISURE CONTRACTS

Chrysalis Contracts is a specialist
interior refurbishment contractor
to the hotel and leisure sector.

From simple room redecorations
and soft refurbishments through 
to structural interior architecture,
Chrysalis has the experience within
its team to ensure that a stunning
hotel interior is delivered on
budget, and on time. 

The company manages its site
operations from its head office
based in Lichfield near Birmingham
and its satellite sales office in
North London.

Our mission is for our clients to
instinctively turn to us safe in the
knowledge that we deliver creative
solutions to challenging design
briefs with products and services
they can always trust. 

‘Chrysalis has the experience
within its team to ensure that 
a stunning hotel interior is
delivered on budget, and on
time.’

Chrysalis considers all stages of
the design process from model
making, concept sketches, story
boards, animations, AutoCAD
drawings, product selection,
finishes, and sample rooms.   

We have a knowledgeable team of
design professionals to consider all
elements of the refurbishment
from Interior finishes to technical
and structural designs.

We can work closely with the
client’s nominated architect to
ensure that all elements of the
interior scheme are carefully
considered to provide design
solutions that are stylish in
appearance whilst considering
operational efficiencies, and the
long term maintenance issues.

‘Turning creative concepts
into beautiful spaces.’
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Chrysalis Contracts is a specialist
interior refurbishment contractor
to the hotel and leisure sector.
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‘Turning creative concepts
into beautiful spaces.’

British Contract Furnishing Association
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